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Kingsley & Drexel Improvements
Construction Update #8
August 19, 2016
Week of August 22nd:
This is going to be a very busy week:






There are two water mains that need to be adjusted. The first is located between
950 and 1000 Drexel, and the second is located at the north side of the Drexel/4th
intersection. On Tuesday, the Contractor will be lowering the main between 950 and
1000 Drexel. Assuming all goes well on Tuesday, on Thursday, the Contractor will
be lowering the main at the intersection of 4th/Drexel. The work on Thursday will
commence a bit earlier than normal, and the work for both of the adjustments will
occupy the entire roadway so you may need to access your drive from a different
direction during the construction. It is necessary to shut down portions of the water
main in order for the Contractor to make the adjustments. The North Park Public
Water District will notify the affected residents and provide instructions when the
mains are returned to service.
The Contractor will continue storm sewer work on Drexel east towards Elm Avenue.
It is very possible that the Contractor will finish the storm sewer on Drexel by week’s
end, and should that occur the Contractor will begin to install storm sewer on 4th
between Kingsley and Drexel. The construction will occupy the entire roadway, so
you will need to access your drive from a different direction during this construction.
Driveway access will be blocked when the Contractor is working in front of your
home, and the Contractor will notify affected residents the day before the work
blocks access to the driveway. The Contractor may also need to adjust the water
service and sanitary sewer service that connects your home to the main pipes in the
street. If this occurs, you will not have water/sewer service during the time that the
Contractor is making the adjustments. Again, the Contractor will notify you the day
before the work occurs.
The Contractor plans to bring in a second crew to (1) complete a sanitary sewer
point repair near the intersection of 4th and Kingsley; and (2) insulate water services
along Drexel east of Elkhorn. The work on Kingsley will take place on Monday, and
once that work is complete the Contractor plans to begin insulating services on
Drexel just east of Elkhorn and will continue east along Drexel. The construction will
occupy the entire roadway, so you will need to access your drive from a different
direction during this construction.
(over)



The Contractor plans to bring in a third crew (yup…..3 crews!) to install new inlets
along Drexel. The Contractor will keep the work confined to one side of the road so
that you are able to drive around the work zone. The Contractor will also stage the
water service insulation and inlet work such that both are not occurring in the same
block at the same time.

If you have any comments or questions feel free to contact:
N-TRAK Group,
Danielle Schlichting
815-282-3000

McMahon
Chris Dopkins or Jim Kroeplin
815-636-9590

We thank you for your patience, and we remind you to please exercise caution while driving
through the construction zone.

